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May 20, 2020 

 

Dear School Leaders,  

 

During this time of year, when many are ritualizing alternative celebrations of our Class of 2020, I write 

to express my appreciation for your selfless and creative dedication to the students entrusted to our care. 

I have been blessed to hear numerous examples of unwavering, supportive service to students and 

families across our District. In the midst of other uncertainties, knowing that our students can count 

upon our educators and school communities brings great predictability and comfort. Thank you.  

 

I also write to follow up on recent conversations with the Association of Board Chairs and with you, our 

Chief Administrators, to confirm that I have made the decision to suspend all Office of Education in-

person programming through January 1, 2021. Some programs will be conducted virtually, while others 

will continue to develop organically as they have throughout these opening months of this pandemic.  

 

Once a schedule of virtual programs is developed, I will inform you accordingly. We will also evaluate 

our program schedule for January – June 2021 at the appropriate point this upcoming fall. Note that 

Charlie Legendre will be in communication with participating schools regarding LCAP planning for the 

2020-2021 school year.  

 

I thank you in advance for your support of this decision and I ask for your assistance in sharing this 

update more broadly with your school communities.  

 

Although we will miss the opportunity to gather in person, this decision is made out of an abundance of 

caution in considering the health needs of our Brothers, educators and students. We are also uncertain 

when travel will be safe and to what extent group gatherings will be permitted, and so we will continue 

to follow the recommendations of our public health officials in these areas. Our Office of Education also 

recognizes that the needs and priorities of our school communities continue to evolve in response to the 

emerging realities presented by the pandemic; we will accompany you and support you throughout these 

changing times. 

 

Please be assured of our continued prayers and gratitude for all you are doing. May God continue to 

bless you with good health, fortitude, and strength.  

 

Gratefully,  

 
 

Michael Daniels 

Director, Office of Education 


